Eaton ePDU G3 1U and 2U rackmount installation addendum

Product

Eaton ePDU G3 1U models

Affected Regions/ Countries

North and South America

This addendum to the full G3 Operations Manual covers installation instructions for mounting ePDU G3 horizontal rack mount (1U and 2U) models in a standard 19” rack. All functional and setup instructions are contained in the full Operations Manual.

G3 ePDU 1U Mounting Instructions:

1. Retrieve the Accessory kit SPK021 from the unit packaging
2. Reference the included Quick Start Guide, Section 3 in the lower right hand corner
3. Attach the cage nuts (quantity = 4) as shown to the rack in the desire “U” position
4. Use the supplied mounting screws to secure the unit in place as shown in the figure below
5. Refer to the Quick start for further port identification and initial setup. Further setup instructions can be found in the User’s Guide in the 0U sections.